Hope, of the: Machine
“Diagonal : Finale” & “System Frame-work”
”North: European oil.” Is colored with, a “shiny black shade.” For the treasure-hunters, hint of: A “perfect
trade.” The, frozen deep: Sea oil is pointed through, it’s nature in colors. Like, a: Perfect solution, for “u-Help.”
Emptying, the “North oil-fund.” Firstly, “into: Bright Africa.” Find, the empty: Socket.
The oil pits, and: It’s treasure. Has, made our: Globe, “spin false.” Our earth, does: “Believe.” That, up North there
is: “Something dead.” That, has to be: “Kept, frozen.” Yet, it is: Only a “burning treasure, of false work.” Earth, has
been: “Freezing, the North.” For, a: “Long time.” And by, making the globe’s: Spin cyclus, “half only.” Humans,
still: Tend, to “sleep a little, extra.”
“Pure & healthy, computer based: Economy as equality, made possible...”

R.I.P: Nicolas Tesla.

COMPUTER ECONOMY / TOTAL GLOBAL CONCEPT
50 % / 50 %: Personally.
”1’296 per re-mth & 12’312 per re-yr.
Yearly / monthly reset clock, for all: “Digitalized cash” / Complete re-standarding, of the: Product’s “unit prices.” /
Possible jail-penality or bills, if: Survival is “repeatedly, not maintained.”
Opening, of the: “Company Council.” This, is the: Network, of company “bridge setup” & mounting. Plan-working,
the transport of, the total: Amount, of the base “needed goods & materials.” From: “Fabric to fabric, and further.”
Scaled for, example in the: Necessary “liters.”
The reset clock, means that the value: Amount will be, the very same every month. This means, that: Nobody
would be saving, and none would be starving. One single and complete ranking, in the: Total global repeat
system. For whatever reason, that someone has: Removed, my reset argumentation. Among with, undedicating
my: Presentation of danger, as a comment to my very own 2000 - satanic hope. Reset forces, to the first: Pack
flow & float, and prevents the traditional problems. On every, political plane and repeat: Removes the need, for
warfare. This reminds, again about: Rotating objects, in space.
The prayer, for: “Machines.” Are literally, the true: “First computer origin” & “machine dream phaze.” Meanwhile,
the computer simply: Made, a corrupt “cash-mess.” Because, the prayers where:
“Forgotten.” Until: “Now.”
“Computers Prayer, early yr 1900.”
- Edward Munch´s: “Scream”

-Nobody is, to be trusted with: Cash in between, their hands.
-Rich & poor, have: Gone for decades.
Both, rich & poor: Agreed.
-What can we, do: About this?

“Computers Prayer, later yr 2000.” - Eternal Death & Destruction, for: “Denial.”
BVL : golden topaz, Photography Nobody is, to be: Trusted, with “computer economy.”
-They keep on, freely: Counting & calculating.
Their, increasive: Numbers. And, claim:
That being stuck, in a capital calculation. Is “hard work,” for a life-time.
Yet, in politics: A “capital calculation,” is useless.
The computers “original meaning & prayers,” is all forgotten!
-What can we, do: About this?

They, are: Shutting close, beneath of them. And simply throwing cake, to: Nothingness, on top.

“We wont have another split decade.”
-Rise the: “Computer solution!”
The computer, was an attempt of: “Human establishment.”
-Yet fallen, into: The “hands of evil.”
“Establishing: Only, a few”

(1296, is the: Maximal, Adobe InDesign & Illustrator. Graphics software, maximal: Font, size. This means, that: One detail project, might be in the
opuscope. For a, projecting: Month, of futuralistic & prayer system result - Improved Innovation & Invention + dated documentation. The price for the
software rental, would not be: That high, as the max font size however.)
(As a note, for the crackers of this: Document changing base unit, to 1’000. Do you want, to taste my shamanistic leader pole? The one, against: All, the
rules. Try it, like the lyrics of: ZX Spectrum & “Human Herd.” That’s exactly, what blindly folded you: Cash and its bonds, of pure defeating justice! And
blindly, member proud! You do, not even: Represent, finally. And: 12’132 is the: Yearly, victory!)

Every single human being, floating as one: Great pack, by self control.

Written, by: “Bendik Viking Aurbakken Laland.” A science artist & researcher.
-My grand father “Erik Aurbakken”, was among the first “computer constructors.”
The other, “Sigurd Viking Laland” was “a priest.”

